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Since Ortho2 was founded in 1982, it has been fortunate enough

Please join me

to have three wonderful leaders of the development team: Dan

in thanking

Sargent, co-founder, former President (and current Senior Advisor),

Matt for ALL his

and original coder of our DOS program OneTouch; Kim Hollar,

contributions

who continued with OneTouch and oversaw the early creation of

to Ortho2

ViewPoint; and Matt Hilleman.

throughout the

Matt has contributed to the success of Ortho2 during the past 25
years in countless ways. He was instrumental in creating ViewPoint
and oversaw its development for 13 years. He recognized the
potential of the cloud for practice management early on, resulting
in Ortho2 leading the market with Edge Cloud. And he has directed

past 25 years,
and wish him
the best of
luck in his future

Matt Hilleman

Chad Kellner

endeavors.

the development of numerous modules and features including Edge

This means it’s time for Ortho2 to have a new development leader.

Imaging, Edge Animations, Premier Imaging, Edge Reminders, and

Queue Chad Kellner. Chad’s name won’t be new to many of you,

more. Ortho2’s success is also Matt’s success.

as he originally joined Ortho2 in March 2004 as a Software Support

But all good things must come to an end. In December 2019,
Matt Hilleman officially resigned as Ortho2’s Vice President of
Development. Matt has decided to pursue other interests. In recent
years, Matt and his wife, Natalie, have taken an active interest in
sailing. After purchasing a sailboat, they have enjoyed frequent

Representative. He was also an Equipment Technician prior to joining
the product development team in 2007. Chad has extensive coding
and orthodontic knowledge, and has previously lead a division
of the product development team. Now Chad will lead the entire
development group, bringing his great vision and direction.

visits to the Caribbean to sail (and appreciate some pina coladas

Please also join me in congratulating Chad in his new position as he

and beers, according to Matt). Matt also has some personal coding

leads Ortho2 development to new heights.

projects that have taken a back burner to Ortho2, which he will now
have time to focus on.

Amy Schmidt, Ortho2 President
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The 2020 Users Group Meeting is a little over a month away. Have you
registered yet? Join us for the 36th annual Users Group Meeting at the Hard
Rock Hotel in San Diego, California, February 27-29, 2020.
You won’t want to miss the classes, people, and fun! Register online at
www.ortho2.com/ugmregistration.
For more information, contact Kim Barker at 800.678.4644, option 2
or ugm@ortho2.com.
And while you are at the UGM, don’t forget to share your pictures and videos
with us through our social media channels. Find us on Facebook, Snapchat, and
Instagram.

What Attendees are Saying
This was our first UGM to attend and my team loved it! They said it was the best and
most informative meeting they have ever attended. We just had a “Lessons Learned
from UGM” meeting in our office today and the energy was amazing! The only
downside was that my entire team couldn’t attend, but I think they will next time after
hearing us rave about it! 
Dr. Ross D. Hunter, DDS, MS
Wonderful connecting to other offices and seeing how they run their practices. Helpful
tips bringing back to our practice! 
Lisa Ducote, PSJ Orthodontics

A reminder that the clock is ticking on Microsoft ending support for
Windows 7. On January 14, 2020, Windows 7 will reach its end of life,
meaning all security updates and hotfixes will be terminated. After
support for Windows 7 ends, you can continue to use the operating
system, but at your own risk without updates and patches from Microsoft.
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ONLINE SCHEDULING

Online Scheduling, Edge Cloud’s newest feature, allows

The Setup tab is where you enable Online Scheduling.

The Workflows Tab allows you to set up a workflow to ensure

office. Prospects will receive an email confirming their

prospective patients to book an appointment with you

By default, this will be set to off. You can enable Online

you are notified when a procedure is scheduled online. For

appointment after the form is completed.

directly from your website. With just a few set up steps,

Scheduling for all office locations, or only certain locations.

example, you can add the prospective patient to a stack

you can have your patients on their way in no time. In order
for Online Scheduling to function, grid templates need to
be classified. If you need assistance classifying your grids,
check out the Schedule Setup and Design webinar on our
webpage, www.ortho2.com > Support & Learning > Visual
Help > Edge Cloud > Scheduler > Schedule Setup and
Design.

By default, each procedure under Appointment Types in this
tab will be set to Not Allowed. To view your procedure list,
select Not Allowed in the Scheduling Mode Filter. Find the
procedure that prospective patients can schedule online,
and use the drop down menu to select Self Schedule. Use
the fields below the Appointment Types to set the number
of days out a prospect can schedule an appointment.

once the appointment has been made. You can select a
workflow that is already created, or create a new one using
the wizard.

pending – meaning they don’t have a patient record yet. In
addition, there is an extra icon in the Scheduler indicating
the appointment was scheduled online.

Using Online Scheduling
Once your editors are set up, use the link(s) created in the
NewPatient Links tab of the Online Scheduling editor to add
Online Scheduling to your website. Talk to your website

Setting Up Your Editors

developer about different options on how it can be added

There are several editors that will need to be set up, or

to your website.

modified before you can begin using Online Scheduling.

Prospects who use Online Scheduling are considered

Prospective patients can now select an appointment from

Offices Editor – In this editor, you can add your company’s

your website to schedule. If you have more than one office

logo. Under the Logo heading, use the browse icon to

location, and didn’t assign an office when creating the new

locate the logo. Use the copy button to use this logo for

patient links, the prospect will be asked which office they are

each additional location. Alternatively, use a different logo

scheduling with before they can select a time.

in each location.

Right click on the appointment in the scheduler and click
Convert to Full Patient to bring up the Edit Pending Patient
window. This window has various patient information fields
and a notepad.

Scheduler Templates Editor – Each template needs to have
the correct time zone selected. These should be already set
to your current time zone, but it should be checked before

The New Patient Links tab creates the links you will use to

enabling Online Scheduling.

add the Online Scheduling options to your website. The list

In addition, each template needs to have the chairs assigned
to an office. To do this, select the template you wish to work
with and click the Edit Grid Template button. This opens the
Grid Template Editor. Click the Modify Chair button in the
Edit Layout tab of the ribbon bar, and use the drop down

tab will be listed in this tab. Select the procedure you wish
to work with. You have the option to select the specific office

Once the

and/or doctor the procedure is linked to, as well as a color

appointment

theme.

is selected,
prospective

All entries made in the notepad will be added to the

patients fill

patient’s folder once it has been created. After entering

out a brief

notes in the notepad, click Save to save them. If you have

form, and the

all of the biographical information filled out and want to

appointment

promote the prospective patient into a full patient, click

Templates dialogue appears. Click the checkbox next to

will be

Promote to create a patient folder.

Office and select Start. This will add the office location to

added to

each chair for all future uses of this template.

your scheduler. Prospects have five minutes to complete

to select the appropriate office for each chair. Save the

Click Add to generate a link. This link will be stored in this

template.

tab. The link will remain the same even if you later go back

Once you are back in the Scheduler Templates editor, select
the Reclassify Chairs button; the Reclassify Scheduler

Online Scheduling Editor – This editor has three sections;
the Setup tab, the New Patient Links tab, and the Workflows
tab.
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of procedures you have chosen as self schedule in the Setup

and change the options for the procedure (i.e. which doctor/
office the procedure is for). Links can also be inactivated.

the form, or add additional time to do so. Appointments
that are being booked online will not appear in the Smart
Scheduler when you are scheduling simultaneously in the
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IS YOUR PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT
YOUR PLACE OF ENJOYMENT?
Last year, I attended the New Year’s Day Rose Parade,

parent, and the way you feel at the end of your busy day.

In today’s fast-paced world, we hear the phrase providing

outside or online. Unless I’m in a huge hurry and only need

one of the most famous and most watched parades in our

On the way home, are you grumbling and complaining

excellent customer service quite often. Is it something we

some quick cash, I prefer to go into the bank and speak

nation. I watched along with a million people there (and

that you HAVE TO go back to work tomorrow? Or are you

print and hang up in the reception room, declare on your

directly with a teller.

millions more on TV) as floats, people, horses, and bands

satisfied and smiling as you think how you are lucky to be

website, and promote in educational materials? Or is it

went marching by. Everyone had a grand time. However,

ABLE TO go back to work tomorrow? What a gift it is to

something that exudes from your practice on a day-to-day

no one in that parade had more fun and loved their role

work in ortho, the best profession in the world.

basis?

Having completed my 50th anniversary in this wonderful

Customer Service Mentors

world of teeth, I can admit not all days were perfect

In my 45 years in the industry, I’ve always loved how

and completely enjoyable, however most of them were.

orthodontics aligned with the overall customer service

Certainly they have been for the last 20 years of my career

aspect. I was proud to be part of providing excellent care

as I am blessed to teach and speak all over the world. What

(both in clinical and business delivery) in an environment

got me there though was the enjoyment of the 30 years

that nurtured relationships and mutual support. Our

prior to that ~ making a daily commitment to have my place

customer service mentors that led us to implementing

of employment become a place of enjoyment.

high standards of service were reputed businesses such

environments, and yet how sad that some of them really

Some simple how to ways of creating an enjoyable feeling

as Nordstrom’s retail stores, Ritz-Carlton hotels, Starbucks

don’t love what they do for a living.

about your work environment will be discussed at the Users

in it more than the pooper scoopers and specifically, one
young lady. She was hired to follow horses and scoop up
their droppings so the next marching band did not have
to step in the deposits left by the horses. With her shovel
and dustpan, she rolled her trash can on wheels. While she
was marching five long miles, posing for photos along the
route, getting NO pay, and loving every minute of it, I could
not help but think of ortho team members and what they
get to do every day, for really good salaries, in beautiful

This girl got standing ovations as she rolled her filled up
trash can ahead of her and jumped belly down on it and
flew down the street with her arms stretched out in front
like Wonder Woman. The crowd went wild! Even the Rose

coffee shops, Disney properties, and Zappos shoes/

Group Meeting in San Diego. The good news is that it IS

products.

possible to truly enjoy what you call work every day (think

Who are our mentors now that pave the path showing us

of that awesome pooper scooper girl).

how to blend technology with customer service standards?

The not so good news is that no one can do it for you.

From input from others and some personal experience,

Queen and her Royal Court did not get nearly as many

It is something you must commit to each and every day

photos taken and certainly NO standing ovations – only the

by yourself. We can lead that horse to the water, but we

pooper scooper girl.

we still find Disney properties and Ritz-Carlton hotels on

Note: Do we give our patients and parents options in
choosing how we communicate with them and how they
can do business with us?
Even the layout of the interior building of banks today are
no longer the same inviting environment they used to be.
When I walk in, I feel like I’ve entered a corporate climate,
not warm and inviting. In all fairness to the banking industry,
I must confess that when I recently transferred some money
from an outside fund to a savings account and met the
requirements of a certain sum of money, I was given a
bonus of $250 and for several months I did receive some
personal interaction in person, by phone, and by email. I
had been elevated to truly deserve more customer service
due to my savings account status.
Note: I trust that we treat all our patients and parents with
the same courtesy, respect, and attention, regardless of
how much they paid or how well they pay their bill.

the list, however, some of the others don’t have the same

Dedicated travel agencies were also an avenue for

cannot make him drink.

consistency they once had and your customer service

searching ideas regarding how to better reach out to
our patients and parents through personal connections,

What makes her love this thankless, volunteer, and smelly

experience is more dependent on the individual you

I can, or anyone else can, give you tools to assist you in

connected with. Today we would probably add Amazon

creating a travel profile on everyone with your likes and

job so much? And why are there some ortho team members

enjoying your work day, yet it is still up to you to make the

online shopping, Apple stores/products, Chico’s clothing

dislikes. When there were special offers to travel resorts

who can’t seem to laugh and love what they are so blessed

for women, and recently creating a strong fan base is Chick-

to do every day? The only thing perhaps that separates
them and sets her apart is her ATTITUDE about it. How we
think about things makes such an impact on how we act and
are perceived by others. Think about your patients as they
watch you through the day, listen to you, and often want to
BE you! What do they see and hear, and how do they talk
about you when they go home from their appointment? You
are role models to so many young people every day. What
example are you setting for them? Wayne Dyer said, “If you
change the way you look at things, the things you look at
change.” This is so true and certainly applies to how you
perceive your work, each task you do, how you handle even
the unhappy, non-cooperative or argumentative patient or
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CUSTOMER SERVICE AND
TECHNOLOGY

Enjoyment continued on page 14

About the Author
Rosemary Bray has spent 50 years

fil-A.
Note: What have you learned personally from your
consumer interactions or experiences when purchasing
technology that you can effectively apply to your practice?

employed in the dental profession,

I used to look at the banks for ideas and inspiration on how

both in clinical and administrative roles,

to treat clientele, how to dress professionally, and how to

with experience in general dentistry,

provide exemplary service during banking transactions. It

periodontics, and 18 years in orthodontics

is sad to say that today’s banking no longer fits that model.

– all in San Diego. She will be speaking

My banking communications lead me to do my banking

at the 2020 Users Group Meeting in San

either online, on my phone, or at the outdoor kiosk. When

Diego.

I do get a chance to speak to a bank teller, I’m usually

Contact Info: 760.268.0760 • rosemarybrayortho@gmail.com

reminded that my transaction could have been done

Customer Service continued on page 14

About the Author
Carol Eaton has been actively
involved with the dental/orthodontic
industry for more than 45 years, with
a strong background in management
and leadership as well as hands-on
experience in several office roles. She
will be speaking at the 2020 Users Group
Meeting in San Diego.
Contact Info: 559.779.9123 • caroleatonconsulting@gmail.com
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THE CONNECTION BETWEEN INTRINSIC MOTIVATION AND
REDUCING REPAIRS PART 2
In last quarter’s article, we talked about the value of the

•

Choose how

a new system, in this case, the importance of tracking

you would

repairs. Now that your team has the intrinsic motivation to

like to see

reduce repairs, you are well on your way to making a huge

the new

difference for your patients, parents, and the entire team.

procedure

example,

encourage patient compliance, the next step is to begin

we chose

tracking in Edge Cloud. The value of this new method of

Symbol so we could indicate broken bracket with

reporting includes the reason why the issue occurred in

possible causes and implement solutions.

Set Up Your Editor
The following are the new steps to track unplanned
treatment in Edge Cloud, which enables the appointment
details to print out on the Dental Procedures report:
First decide what issues you wish to track such as loose

Dental Procedures report regularly (bi-weekly or monthly)
with the particular issue selected, such as broken brackets.
In the Reporting lists, search for Dental Procedures. Fill in
the Report Settings :
•

For this

and coming to an agreement on the best verbal skills to

repair. This gives the team an opportunity to easily evaluate

The Clinical Coordinator or Tracking Coordinator runs the

chart.

procedures with your team, checking your curing lights,

addition to the actual number of occurrences of a particular

special repair visits.

in the tooth

After confirming proper bonding and other clinical

letters.
•

Symbol: Enter the two letters or symbols you wish to
use.

•

Symbol Location: Select Facial (unless using lingual
appliances)

•

Tx Hub Style: Select None

•

Ortho Override Style: Select None

•

Classification: If you are tracking broken brackets,
select Broken Brackets. If not, select None/Other.

•

Hide When Completed: This optional setting will

Report Type: Select
Detail

Once the loose bracket has been repaired, right click the

•

Date: Choose the

procedure at the bottom of the treatment chart and select

date range for the

Mark Completed (this will turn the text blue). The Complete
Dental Procedure window will appear with a drop down for
doctor,
assistant,
and notes.
Choose the
doctor and
assistant who

Start Date and End

report
•

State: Select
Completed

•

Specialties: Select
Orthodontics

•

Dental Procedures: Select the procedure you would
like to see in the report

originally completed the procedure. Then click Ok. It is

At this time, every repair procedure needs to be run as a

important to mark the procedure as completed before

separate report. An enhancement is in the works to be able

saving the treatment chart for accurate reporting.

to run all in a single report.

brackets, loose bands (or if you don’t use bands, banded

remove the symbol from the tooth chart when the

appliances), poking wires, etc. Obviously, the more specific

procedure is marked as completed. If you want to know

procedures you track, the more detailed your data. More

When typing notes about why the issue occurred, it is

Reports can also be filtered by assistant and easily show the

if this bracket has been loose before, do not check this

detail leads to an easier analysis. Some offices will track

important that the information is detailed and accurate. The

documented causes(s) of the various issues. It is helpful for

box.

goal is to accurately determine the cause so the appropriate

each clinician to review their personal report regularly to

changes can be made. Was the patient occluding on the

determine if any changes in procedure are indicated. For

various types of loose brackets, such as clear, self-ligating,
or lingual. Others also track posteriors and anteriors
separately. Determine what is best for your office, keeping

Save the editor.

bracket? (Should bite turbos or occlusal build-ups have been

Begin Tracking in Edge Cloud

placed at the initial bonding?) Did the patient chew on ice or

Open a patient’s tooth chart, and

other hard food? Encourage the patient to be honest so you

enable the Dental Procedures

can work together to avoid the problem in the future. (In this

For each issue you wish to track, add a new dental

filter in your Treatment Chart by

case, to find other foods that are enjoyable yet safe.)

procedure in the Dental Procedures editor. In the New

clicking Filters in the Treatment

Dental Procedure fields, type in the Name and Abbreviation

Chart tab of the ribbon bar.

you wish to use, and use the drop down to select the

Select Show All in the Dental

Category for the new procedure. Then click Add.

Procedures section, and click

in mind that it must be easy for team members to choose
the correct code to avoid garbage in, garbage out.

Fill in the information under Edit Dental Procedure Details:
•

close. In the patient’s tooth
chart, right click the appropriate tooth and choose the

Area: For this example, select Tooth. This works well

appropriate issue, such as a loose bracket; a line will be

for a loose bracket. If the issue is a poking wire, select

added to the treatment chart.

the tooth closest to the area causing the problem.
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Draw Style:

entire team being on the same page with implementing

In the case of a poking wire for example, if a patient arrives
for a poking wire two days after it was placed and
the wire was found to not be clipped correctly, bent
properly, or the stop was not crimped tight enough, it would
be helpful to note these details, so the team member can
learn and avoid the problem in the future. Also, remember
to track those appointments where problems which are
found at the chair during a regular appointment along with

Tracking continued on page 15

About the Author
Lori Garland Parker is an in-office clinical
orthodontic consultant, coach and trainer,
focusing on maximizing the talents of the
clinical team. She works to implement
systems to enhance clinical efficiency and
productivity, and teaches communication
skills. She will be speaking at the 2020
Users Group Meeting in San Diego.
Contact Info: 805.501.9512 • lorigparker@gmail.com
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INSIDE ORTHO2
Information about the people of Ortho2 and the resources available to you as a member

FREE WEBINARS

ORTHO2 ANNIVERSARIES

We offer you free, online webinars each month throughout the year on various topics. It’s a great solution for training new

Congratulations to these Ortho2 staff members who celebrated anniversaries during the fourth quarter of 2019.

users, refreshing experienced users, or learning about new features. Webinars are available online at www.ortho2.com >
Meetings and Webinars > Ortho2 Webinars. Find the topic for the month and click the link to view the webinar at your

Twenty-Seven Years

Fifteen Years

Six Years

Todd Schuelka

Corey Schmidt

Steve Volcko

Twenty-Five Years

Fourteen Years

One Year

Michele Eich

Derek Dohrman

Paige Seward

Twenty-One Years

Seven Years

convenience.

Upcoming Webinar Topics
January – Edge Cloud: Edge Reminders: Common

party is paying for multiple patients, you would use the bulk

Subgroups for Scheduled Reminders

payments feature instead of posting individual payments

Setting up your scheduled reminders is easy once your
subgroups are set up. This webinar will review how to set
up common subgroups used with scheduled reminders.

Lowell Davis

Brian Good

the bulk payment feature, review your progress, and make

Denise Sargent

Drew Humphrey

corrections if necessary.

Jennifer Shaffer

to each account. This webinar will show you how to use

These subgroups include appointment reminders, missed
appointments, recalls, and birthdays.

March – Edge Cloud: Tracking Broken Brackets
Do you want to track things such as broken brackets or

February – Bulk Payments
Use the bulk payments feature to allocate one payment
among multiple contracts. For example, when you receive
an insurance check for several clients, or one responsible

poking wires? You can now with a new feature in Edge
Cloud. We will review how to set up each dental procedure,
track this in the patient’s treatment chart, and run reports to
see how often these are happening.

CAREER MILESTONES AND DEVELOPMENT
Judy Brown, Ortho2’s Internal Services Coordinator, retired on October 15, after celebrating
25 years with the company. When you look up ‘customer service’ in the dictionary, there is a
good chance Judy’s name is somewhere in the definition. Judy embodied the term, whether
she was working with our customers or her colleagues in the office. She plans to spend more
time with her husband and the rest of her family. Thank you for all of your years of service,
and enjoy retirement, Judy!

ON A PERSONAL NOTE
Congratulations to Wesley DeShaw, Ortho2 Regional Manager, and Paul Ringon!
The two were married on October 19. We wish you many years of happiness!

Michele Eich, Ortho2 Applications Programmer, celebrated her 25th anniversary on October
31. Halloween is a fun occasion at Ortho2, and we are happy Michele stuck around after
coming into her first day with everyone dressed for the occasion. Congratulations on all
of your accomplishments, Michele!
Brian Good, Ortho2 Software Support Representative and Trainer, spent nine weeks
attending the Design Intensive at Pensole Academy. Pensole is a vocational academy,
training students to work directly in the Product Creation Industry. Brian says this of his
experience, “I learned principles of design and how they apply to shoes by designing a
performance-based shoe for the sport of Kabbadi as part of the 3D program. The shoe
was designed for Adidas. The final event of the class was a presentation to members of
the footwear industry, where I was chosen by the faculty to lead off the evening. My shoe
features a boa enclosure system that I created specifically for the shoe. There is no dial as
there is in a traditional boa system, and the laces are underneath the top layer of the shoe.
It was inspired by a player in the league, Naveen Kumar, and the flying fish for the way it
escapes similar to the escaping required in the sport. I designed the box the shoes come in
as well.”
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INSIDE ORTHO2
Information about the people of Ortho2 and the resources available to you as a member

MEET THE TEAM - SOFTWARE SUPPORT
Any time you have a question about Edge Cloud or

all over the country and some parts of the world. Ortho2 has

ViewPoint, there are a many specialists available to assist

many events for the staff that build morale and teamwork.

you. The Software Support Team takes your calls to answer

We have potlucks, parties, and popcorn days (my favorite).

your questions, assists in enhancing your software, and trains
new offices. Throughout the next several newsletter issues,
we’ll get to know each member of the team a bit more. The
first members of the Software Support Team we’ll feature
include Brian Good, Diane Lyon, Marla Miller, and Amia Sult.
What do you really do here at Ortho2?
BG: I’m a software support rep and on-site trainer.

What do you want our users to know about what you do?

What’s fun/what do you enjoy about your current job?

dinner with: my Grandparents

Richard Pryor, and Eddie Murphy

My role model: My Dad was my role

My role model: Jalen Rose

model – hard working, level headed

I can’t go a day without: Talking

and persistent

What are you listening to right

I can’t go a day without: being
What are you listening to right now? the noise of the

detail as you can what you are needing.

software support team – I like a mix of pop and soft rock

Software Program: Sea of Thieves (video game)

music

MM: We are an eclectic group of people, with varying

Movie: Leon The Professional

Favorites

backgrounds, education, ages, and experiences.

Book: Cat’s Cradle, Kurt Vonnegut

Team: Not much of a sports fan, but others in my house are

Phone App: SNKRS (Nike)

Kansas City Chiefs fans and I tolerate them
Software Program: I have used so many but Excel has been
a favorite for a long time

team. Unlike large corporations, we are more than just an

Movie: Bohemian Rhapsody

employee. We are always learning and adding new features

Author: Love a good mystery

to our software.

Phone App: Fetch Rewards

Anything else you would like to add?
DL: Being a software support person is a bit like being a

Marla Miller

Amia Sult

Vacation destination: Right now,

Vacation destination:

anywhere warm!

Europe is going to be my birthday

Three people I would like to have

present in a couple of years

dinner with: Barack and Michelle

Three people I would like to have

Obama; Matt Campbell (Iowa State

dinner with: Walt Disney, George

AS: Always be humble and kind. The golden rule-treat

University Football Coach)

Clooney, My Grandpa

others the way you want to be treated.

My role model: My Parents

My role model: Mickey Mouse –

detective. Someone calls with some type of problem. They

sharing jokes and stories.

you have to keep asking questions until you can figure out

staff face-to-face, and see the different offices.

dinner with: Dave Chappelle,

Team: Anything Iowa State, then the Detroit Lions

don’t always have a good description of what they need, so

MM: I enjoy the on-site trainings where I get to work with

Three people I would like to have

Favorites

BG: I love going to offices and meeting the staff in person,

DL: I like to travel and I like helping people.

Australia and Antarctica

Three people I would like to have

DL: I can’t read your mind. Try to explain to me in as much

get to know each other and it is easy to feel like part of the

regarding our software, do training, and troubleshooting.

Mt. Chamonix, France

creative

and anything I’m asked to do.

AS: I work in software support. I answer calls and chats

Vacation destination: I’d like to visit

now? Hip hop

AS: We are a small company that has an office where we all

software and then answer a wide variety of questions.

Diane Lyon

Vacation destination:

BG: Computers can be frustrating for us too!

DL: I am a software support person (help desk) and a trainer

MM: Software support and training—Help people learn the

Brian Good

what they need and then work to find the solution to their
problem.

I can’t go a day without: Coffee

AS: I am a people person, so I enjoy talking to people from

Thoughtful, kind and a good friend

What are you listening to right now? My co-workers

I can’t go a day without: Coffee

Favorites

What are you listening to right now? Country and old 80’s

Team: Iowa State University anything, Denver Broncos

music (back when music was great!)

Hobby: Community Theater (onstage and backstage)

Favorites

Food: Really good apple pie (made by my husband!)

Team: Iowa State Cyclones

Book: Because I Said I Would

Movie: The Notebook

Phone App: Magic Puzzles

TV Series: Will and Grace
Thing to Do: Spend time with my Grandkids!
Phone App: Facebook
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Enjoyment continued from page 6

Tracking continued from page 9

decision each and every day to continue to say my work is

you need to look again into the mirror and tell yourself

enjoyable.

how fortunate you truly are to be part of this amazing

Zig Ziglar taught me that people often say that motivation

orthodontic profession.

example, if one clinician has several patients return within
a day or two with a poking wire,
prompt action can be taken to

doesn’t last. Well, neither does bathing – that’s why we

Why, you could be scooping poop instead; although some

prevent further occurrences. Sharing

recommend both on a daily basis. That means EVERY day

people think that is mighty fine!

these reports at monthly clinic
meetings are a great opportunity
to identify issues and determine

Implementing any type of long lasting change requires

“When there is room to improve,
and where there is the desire to
improve, improvement comes.”
David McNeill

required procedure protocol
Customer Service continued from page 7
that you were interested in, you got a personal phone call.

difference in the lives of young children, maturing teenagers,

Utilizing this new system of tracking the ‘what and the why’

Of course, with change and advanced technology, we have

and adults that are seeking more than just a new smile.

of unplanned procedures, provides the insight needed

eliminated most travel agencies and have taken on that task
ourselves online.

Parents want to know how their children are doing, what
progress they are making, and that they are in good hands

Technology has changed orthodontics in many ways and

with a caring doctor and team who want the best for them.

most of it has benefited us with better precision, increased

Parents often complain about a lack of communication

efficiency, and timely effectiveness in a more acceptable,

from the doctor or team members. In fact, check out

aesthetic fashion. So, let’s not throw out all the gains we’ve

recent reviews on offices and you’ll find a pattern of

made over the years and at the same time, let’s make

miscommunication or no communication at all.

sure we continue to match our service standards with the
technology standards as well. Invest as much time in hightouch training (personal connections) as we do in high-tech
training.

Customer Service Standards
The ability to be relatable is without a doubt an important
quality of customer service. Whether in direct or indirect
communication, customers (patients and parents) are always
looking for someone who cares about them, not just making
a paycheck.
Customer service will increase customer loyalty (and
better online reviews). It takes effort and time to make
improvements in the level of service you deliver.
A computer check-in monitor doesn’t replace a personal
greeting or acknowledgment from the front desk team.
A robot (ready for use in dental offices) might be cool
technology, however, it can’t offer that personal touch and
communication when taking the new patient and parent on

At your next team meeting or non-patient day, give each
of your team members a $5 gift certificate to use at their

to raise standards of customer service. Ideas such as:

evaluate their greeting, wait time, personal interaction, and

•

Beverage station with custom logo coffee cups (earthfriendly)

caring attitude from the barista. Discuss this as a team to
see how you can improve by adding some special touches to

•
•

greeted, how long was the wait to be seated, was their
order served in an reasonable time frame, was it the correct
order, if you asked for anything extra or special, was it
delivered with kindness or irritation?

of work in your community
•

Charging stations and easy to use Wi-Fi

•

Educational materials/articles

•

Team photos posted on your reception room monitor

•

Parent appreciation contest (quarterly contest for all
parents to enter as a way of saying thanks for choosing
our office, thanks for your support at home, thanks for

Put all these thoughts in to an action plan as you list the
things in your office that should be, or can be done to
provide consistent customer service at all interactions with
patients and parents in person, on the phone, on your

Patients want you to get to know them beyond their dental

associate with providing good customer service and list what
it is that they do and how that could be applied to the office
Customer Service continued on next page

Seasonal beverage napkins and special anniversary
napkins when you are celebrating 5, 10, 15, or 20 years

and order lunch. Have each team member write up their
individual experience about the service: were they warmly

Filtered water delivery system replacing all those plastic
bottles

your patient and parent interactions.
At lunch, go out as a team to a medium-priced restaurant

on board. Believing the
result is worth the effort is
a critical first step. Working
together as an entire team
to track, analyze, and reduce
extra procedures saves time,

energy, and money, along with providing excellent customer
service for your patients and parents. Granted, improvement
takes time and effort. However, when we identify ways to
reduce planned or surprise repairs, this can make the day in
the life of orthodontic teams even brighter!

Customer Service continued from previous page

A friendly, caring team focused on customer service

Note: Make a list of places in your community that you

path. We are in an incredible business that can make such a

effectiveness of treatment.

•

website, through emails and texts, etc.

only during their orthodontic journey yet also on their life

for your motivated team to increase the efficiency and

neighborhood Starbucks on their way in to work. Have them

a tour of your office.

bite and/or classification. Be a coach and motivate them not
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changes to reduce or eliminate the problems.

every team member to be

your kind reviews, and thanks for your ongoing referrals)

•

Patience

•

Attentiveness

•

Clear communication skills

•

Knowledge of your products/services

•

Ability to use positive language

•

Acting skills (needed when things fall apart)

•

Time management skills

•

Ability to read customers

•

Unflappability

•

Goal-oriented focus

•

Ability to handle surprises

•

Persuasion skills

•

Tenacity (great work ethic and willingness to do what it
takes to get things done)

•

Closing ability (close the conversation with satisfaction)

•

Empathy

•

Willingness to learn

•

Patient contests and interactive opportunities

•

New patient gifts

Note: Consider hiring a “Practice Ambassador” or

•

Patient follow-up with email or text after all

“Concierge”; one who attends to the wishes and needs of

appointments

your guests (patients and parents), understanding customers

Note: Hire people who have a caring attitude and enjoy
helping people. Make sure your team has these important

needs and providing them with personalized solutions and
suggestions.

service skills:
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